Bibliographic data in GEOINDEX is the same data (although more up-to-date) as that published in the USGS Geologic Map Indexes (GMI's) for all 50 States and several territories. The GMI's and GEOINDEX together are the primary USGS source of geologic-map information for the United States. As of June 1991, the database contains 20,659 records, which represent geologic maps published from 1842 to 1991.
GEOINDEX exists for two purposes: (1) To support searching of bibliographic data on published geologic maps in the United States, and (2) to support and facilitate the updating of published USGS Geologic Map Indexes.
Corrections to GEOINDEX data and suggestions and helpful criticism on this documentation are welcome and should be addressed to U.S. Geological Survey, Geologic Inquiries Group, Mail Stop 907, National Center, Reston, VA 22092; phone (703) 648-4383.
Geologic Map Indexes are available free from the U.S. Geological Survey, Books and Open-File Reports, Box 25425, Federal Center, Denver, CO 80225; phone (303) 236-7476.
GSSEARCH is a software system developed by the USGS for searching and retrieving information from fielded databases.
For further information about the software contact USGS, Office of Scientific Publications, Mail Stop 904, National Center, Reston, VA 22092.
DISCLAIMERS
Although this program has been used by the U.S Geological Survey, no warranty, expressed or implied, is made by the USGS as to the accuracy and functioning of the program and related program material, nor shall the fact of distribution constitute any such warranty, and no responsibility is assumed by the USGS in connection therewith. LIST Follow the prompts, loading the floppy disks in numerical order.
When the restore is complete you are ready to go! To search you must be in the \GEOINDEX directory, as you are immediately after installing the system. When in the \GEOINDEX directory, start the system by typing GSSEARCH GEOINDEX C (or the hard drive letter onto which this system was copied).
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
This product is the result of decades of data compilation and years of computer programming, involving many, many people. Each GEOINDEX record contains up to 25 kinds of data, organized into separate fields as described below. In the database, fields with no data are either left blank or filled with a zero (if numeric).
The fields are described below in the order in which they appear in the database. AUTHOR Authors' names in the order they appear on the publication, shown in USGS bibliographic style. Where authorship of a map in a book-or journal-style publication differs from that of the publication, the publication authorship is cited. In some cases authorship is not clear for example, in some journals, monographs, and guidebooks.
ID The identification number within a USGS Geologic
Where individual articles show no authorship, author data would come from the next higher level of organization of the publication (ie. the section, chapter, part, fieldtrip, etc.) Citation of editors, compilers, etc., in the author field is only done in absence of a cited author.
YEAR The four-digit year in which the publication was published. If the date on the map or report is not the same as the year of publication, the date on the map is generally used. TITLE Title that corresponds to author data as shown on the publication. A title from a subsection of a publication may be followed by the word "in" and the title of the publication, a common occurrence with guidebooks and other multi-chapter reports.
COUNTY The county or counties in which lies the area mapped. If data would overrun the 60-character limit, counties with the least area mapped may be deleted, or a general term (ie. northeastern) may be used instead of county names. A record for a map that overlaps into other States shows only the counties in that State. (i.e. A map of Uintah County, Utah, and Moffat County, Colorado, would be represented by a Colorado record that would list Moffat in the county field, and a Utah record that would list Uintah in the county field.) PUBLISHER The organization who published or released the publication: generally a government agency, professional society, or commercial publisher, although universitites and even individuals have published geologic maps.
SERIES The form of publication: generally the name of a series or group of similar publications, or the name of a journal (including volume, number, and pages, for recent references.) EMPHASIS Key topical terms that describe the kinds of geologic information conveyed on the map or in the publication. As many emphasis terms as apply are used, within a limit of 60 characters.
AREA The calculation in square kilometers of the area of geologic mapping (not necessarily the area within the neat line of the map). Calculations, formerly calculated by computer from digitized boundaries, are now estimated during initial compilation and rounded to an appropriate number of significant figures. Accuracy varies; areas calculated by computer (no longer done) show more than an appropriate number of significant figures. Areas are now measured or estimated as each map is indexed; accuracy is plus or minus 5%.
Smallest area is 1; areas of 0 indicate general publications whose map boundaries are not compiled and other special cases. Where a map includes parts of more than one State, the areas within each State are calculated separately and entered in the proper reference.
LAT and LONG Latitudes represent the northernmost extent of the area mapped, southernmost extent, and a central point halfway between the extremes; longitudes represent the westernmost extent of the area mapped, easternmost extent, and a central point halfway between the extremes. In the "dddmmsss" format, the first two or three places represent degrees, the next two places represent minutes, and the last three places represent seconds (to the tenth of a second). (i.e. 41 degrees, 7.5 minutes would be written 4107300; 121 degrees and 45 minutes would be written 12145000.)
All latitudes are north of the equator (north latitude). All longitudes are west of the Greenwich Meridian (west longitude) except for a very few records in far western Alaska. Boundaries of very small areas are indicated by point symbols; for these records the latitude values are equal and the longitude values are equal.
Latitude and longitude values were formerly calculated by computer from digitized boundary data; these older records may have too many significant figures, and may incorporate error introduced in the digitizing process. Latitude and longitude values for records entered since 1980 are read from or estimated from the geologic maps, and are accurate to at least the nearest half-minute. Records may lack latitude and longitude data for many miscellaneous reasons. DEPOSITORY Shown in parentheses, the abbreviations for USGS offices and State agencies to which were sent a copy of the USGS Open-File Report or Water-Resources Investigation Report. This field is only used in records of these two types of publication, and then only where these data are available. See Appendix I for USGS depository abbreviations and addresses; State survey addresses are shown in Appendix III. GEOLOGY A kind of broad emphasis category; all records in GEOINDEX now have "geology" in this field. IDSUB A second-level identification number used to differentiate one map from another within a publication.
IBOUND The code that assigns a boundary number, linking the boundary of the area mapped to the bibliographic data in a GMI. Consists of two parts: up to 4 digits of ID data, followed by two digits of SUBID data. (For example, reference 12, which has only one map, would have an IBOUND of 1201; the third map in reference 1285 would have an IBOUND of 128503.) ISPAN A code used where more than one map shares a boundary on a published GMI. For this to occur the maps must be of the same area and be within the same scale range. This improves legibility of GMI index maps in areas with many maps. References within each span formerly were all in a numerical sequence; new references added to an old span will fall outside this sequence.
REMARKS Other information about this map or report, or about related publications (for example, reports superseded or simultaneously published.) The standard phrase "also other maps" indicates that additional new geologic maps are in a publication but are not indexed individually. The map must have geologic units and explain them in terms of lithology, stratigraphy, and age.
The map must be more detailed than the primary State geologic map (commonly 1:250,000 or 1:500,000 scale).
The map must be an original compilation, not a generalized version or reuse of a previously published map. Formal publication of a map that previously appeared in a thesis, dissertation, or an open-file report by a State survey is considered an original compilation.
The map must have scale and good geographic control such as latitude and longitude, township and range, a good base map, or an index map showing the precise location of the area mapped.
*The only exception to this rule is the series of Arizona Geological Survey open-file reports.
GSSEARCH DOCUMENTATION GSSEARCH appears as a series of screens, each of which presents options from which you choose your course of action. GSSEARCH was developed to maximize search speeds, search options, and simplicity. You will be moving a highlight bar to select from options available, pressing ENTER to select your choice. Most users will not need to read further to understand the system, but will be fully capable after a few minutes of experimentation.
PRIMARY QUERY SCREEN
The first screen to appear is the blue-framed "primary query screen," where the basic program options appear as choices along the bottom.
ADD To begin or continue building a query.
EDIT To modify a condition.
CLEAR To erase old conditions from the system. SEARCH To search on conditions in the database.
DISPLAY To display results of a search.
OUTPUT To send results of a search to printer or diskette.
QUIT To quit GSSEARCH and exit to DOS.
A query begins by highlighting ADD and pressing ENTER. This puts you in the "index selection window."
INDEX SELECTION WINDOW
This window lists searchable fields, within which you set up your search conditions.
As you cursor down the list of fields, you can press Fl for help in using that data to define your search conditions.
To select an index press ENTER, and you open the "term selection window." TERM SELECTION WINDOW This window show the terms available for searching in the index you have chosen.
As you type each character, the index jumps to the nearest term that matches your character string so far, and highlights it. You may also move the highlight bar up and down with the up and down arrows.
When you have the term highlighted, you have four ways to proceed:
Press ENTER to select the term.
Press > to search on terms greater than or equal to... Press < to search on terms less than or equal to...
Pressto begin a range search; select the second term and press ENTER Now your search condition is ready, and you have moved back to the primary query screen. You now can ADD, EDIT, CLEAR, SEARCH, or QUIT. (DISPLAY and OUTPUT only function after a search.)
To search, press S and ENTER.
To display, press D and ENTER.
To add another condition to the search, highlight ADD, press ENTER, and follow the steps above.
When using more than one condition, you will be asked to join the conditions with AND, ADJ, OR, or NOT.
AND will select records that meet both conditions. ADJ will select records where both conditions are adjacent.
OR will select records that meet either condition.
NOT will select records that meet the first condition, but not the second.
DISPLAY SCREENS
The first display screen presents each record on a single line in a greatly abbreviated form; this is the "summary display screen" in which you can quickly scan your retrieved records using up and down arrows and PGUP and PGDN. Fifteen records are displayed per summary display screen. The highlight bar moves to select a single record.
To see the selected record in the "full record display screen" press ENTER.
ENTER toggles back and forth between the full record and summary display screens.
The "full record display screen" shows all fields in a record, often overruning the length of the screen; use the down arrow key to see the last fields in each record. PGDN and PGUP will move you to the next record and previous record. To return to the summary screen, press ENTER.
Press ESC to return to the primary query screen, where you can begin a new search, modify the search you just performed, or quit.
GSSEARCH TIPS
HELP is available throughout by pressing the Fl key.
"Database help" is information on GEOINDEX; "system help" refers to GSSEARCH.
ESC will take you back one screen at a time; if you find yourself in the wrong index, or ahead of yourself somehow, press ESC to back up.
You can output retrieved records at any time to a printer or to a floppy or hard disk by pressing the F8 key and following the prompts. 
